
The Fountainhead 

 
Setting: 

Architecture school (Stanton Institute of Technology); New York; Rock quarry in 
Connecticut 

  
Main Characters:                                        

Howard Roark—novel’s hero; brilliant architect who was expelled from school; works for Henry 
Cameron 

Ellsworth Monkton Toohey---Antagonist of story; untalented man who has a great desire for power; sees 
Roark as a threat 

 Dominique Francon---daughter of prestigious architect (Guy Francon); Roark’s love interest 

Peter Keating---fellow classmate; lives for approval from others; Dominique’s husband; victim of his 
own mistakes; becomes weak and dishonest; will do anything in order to rise to the top 

 Gail Wynand--- Self-made media tycoon; friend of Roark 

 Henry Cameron---Roark’s mentor; disgraced architect 

 Guy Francon---owner of Francon & Heyer, a prestigious architecture firm 

 
Overview:  

 A brilliant architect is expelled from school….he refuses to follow the school’s archaic 
traditions; it is the week of graduation   

 Roark and Cameron design great pieces of work; however, they receive little recognition 
because they are disgraced architects.  Meanwhile, Peter Keating moves up the ladder of 
success quickly and becomes a partner at Francon & Heyer. 

 After enduring a frustrating and anguished life/career, Cameron decides to retire.  As a result, 
Roark opens his own firm. However, he is unwilling to sacrifice art or compromise his 
designs even if his clientele becomes upset.  As a result, he is forced to close down his office.  
Eventually, he takes a job at a rock quarry in Connecticut.  There, he meets Dominique 
Francon.  Dominique and Roark develop a bizarre love connection. 

 Roark eventually begins designing again; however, Toohey feels threatened by Roark’s talent.  
Therefore, he decides to destroy Roark and his career.  He convinces a businessman to sue 
Roark for his design.  Roark is put on trial………. 

 
Thematic Ideas: 

 Society tends to be corrupt 
 Survival of the fittest 
 Good vs. Evil 

 The abuse of power and money 
  Strength of individual; morality of 

individualism
 Protection of individual’s rights 
 Threat of fascism 
 

Whatever their future, at the dawn of their lives, men seek a noble vision of man’s nature and of life’s 
potential. ~Ayn Rand 
 
Individual creators are the fountainhead of civilization.  ~Howard Roark 

 



 

SUGGESTED STUDY QUESTIONS  
1. Dominique Francon loves Roark and struggles to destroy him. Why?  

2. How does Howard Roark exemplify the fact that reason must be used to solve man's 
problems, rather than relying on others' judgments or one's emotions?  

3. Keating gives up art for architecture and Catherine Halsey for Dominique Francon. Why are 
these major betrayals for him, necessitating his failure in life?  

4. What is Toohey's ultimate purpose in trying to control the Banner?  

5. How do Keating's and Roark's paths to success differ? Which one in the end is the real 
success?  

6. Why does Toohey ultimately fail in his manipulations against Roark?  

7. What does Ayn Rand mean by the terms "first-hander" and "second-hander?"  

8. Why does the courtroom verdict at the Cortlandt trial mean the psychological destruction of 
Gail Wynand?  

9. Why does Roark accept the Stoddard commission even though he has serious reservations 
about it? 

10. Is Roark a moral man, a practical man, both, or neither?  

11. What does Ayn Rand mean by individualism, and why are the Founding Fathers of the U.S. 
individualists?  

12. Why does Roark say that the refusal of the Manhattan Bank Building contract is “the most 
selfish thing you've ever seen a man do?” 

13. What is the philosophy of Ayn Rand?  How does The Fountainhead reflect Rand’s principles? 

14. Why does the novel sanction Roark’s egoism but not Toohey’s?  

15. What is Roark’s first building? 

16. Why does Dominique suddenly regret her marriage to Gail Wynand and feel sorry for him? 

17. At whom does Roark first look after he is acquitted?  Why? 

18. Which character is the leading example of independence in the novel? 

19. Describe Dominique’s motive in seeking to end Roark’s career? 

20. Henry Cameron is publicly rejected despite being the best architect of his time.  Why? 

 

 

 


